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	Two experienced HR communications consultants show how to dramatically improve the effectiveness of every HR message. HR professionals know their programs are pivotal to organizational success, but they also know how difficult it is to communicate those programs effectively. Hampered by legal restrictions, highly complex policies and programs, corporate politics, and old-fashioned notions about business communication, they create communications their audiences simply ignore. It needn’t be that way! Alison Davis and Jane Shannon present simple, powerful principles and techniques every HR professional can use, even those who’ve never been comfortable as writers. Davis and Shannon demonstrate how to treat employees as customers, and use the same strategies, tools, and care your company uses to sell its products or services. The authors help HR professionals understand their customers’ (and executives’) needs and motivations more clearly; package information to promote faster, better decision-making; and measure their effectiveness. They present specific solutions for safely eliminating unnecessary detail and jargon; explaining benefits, pay, and policies; improving recruiting, orientation, and outplacement communications; supporting retirement planning; and improving performance management.
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Jesus and His Death: Historiography, the Historical Jesus, and Atonement TheoryBaylor University Press, 2005
This is a brave book. With due awareness of the historical traps and with a mastery of the recent relevant literature, McKnight here asks the crucial question, How did Jesus interpret his own death? His answer, which hearkens back to Albert Schweitzer, does full justice to Jesus' eschatological outlook and makes good sense within a first-century...
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MATLAB GuideSIAM, 2005

	MATLAB is an interactive system for numerical computation that is widely used for teaching and research in industry and academia. It provides a modern programming language and problem solving environment, with powerful data structures, customizable graphics, and easy-to-use editing and debugging tools. This second edition of MATLAB Guide...
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Visual Studio 2012 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	When we sat down to map out the next version of our premier software development tool,

	Microsoft Visual Studio 2012, we had a few key scenarios in mind.





	One of those scenarios was Developers are Raving Fans. We clearly heard the feedback about

	the speed of Visual Studio, about the discoverability of features, its...
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R Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2014

	R Recipes is your handy problem-solution reference for learning and using the popular R programming language for statistics and other numerical analysis. Packed with hundreds of code and visual recipes, this book helps you to quickly learn the fundamentals and explore the frontiers of programming, analyzing and using R.
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Maximizing ASP.NET Real World, Object-Oriented DevelopmentAddison Wesley, 2005
Using ASP.NET, you can build Web applications that deliver  unprecedented power and performance. But to make the most of ASP.NET, Web  developers need to think and work very differently from the ways they've  programmed in the past. In Maximizing ASP.NET Jeffrey Putz helps you make the  transitionand reap the rewards.
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Terrorism and Homeland Security: An Introduction with Applications (The Butterworth-Heinemann Homeland Security Series)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2006
Terrorism and Homeland Security: An Introduction with Applications  provides a comprehensive overview of terrorism, public and private sector counterterrorism, and "all hazards" emergency management. The book presents national, state, and local perspectives and up-to-date information, including the reorganization of the...
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